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Azerbaijan Embassy Response to Lachin Corridor Concerns
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Good afternoon,
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All my best, 
Mark

BGR Group represents the Republic of Azerbaijan. The Embassy of Azerbaijan has prepared the below official statement responding to concerns 
surrounding the Lachin Corridor, and have asked us to share this information with you.

As repeatedly stated by Azerbaijan, no restrictions have been applied to movement on the Lachin road for humanitarian purposes. 
However, the Armenian side and the illegal regime created by it in the territories of Azerbaijan prevent the movement of local 
residents in order to abuse the situation;

Azerbaijan is in close contact with the ICRC and the peacekeeping contingent in order to eliminate the humanitarian difficulties that 
may arise due to this. The ICRC promptly responds to requests for the evacuation of patients and the transportation of some needed 
products, including medicinal products.

562 vehicles of these vehicles belonged to the Russian peacekeeping contingent, 79 vehicles belonged to the International Committee 
of the Red Cross, and 3 vehicles belonged to local Armenian residents;

So far, the ICRC has 11 times evacuated people suffering from various diseases in the direction of Khankendi-Lachin. In total, 32
persons belonging to this category and their accompanying persons were granted passage;

According to the results of daily monitoring on Khankendi-Lachin road, from the beginning of eco-protests in December 12, 2022 until 
January 15, 2023, a total of 644 different vehicles moved freely in both directions;

It should be especially emphasized that the number of vehicles moving in the direction of Khankendi is more than the number of 
vehicles moving in the opposite direction, i.e., towards Armenia, and vehicles in this direction are usually loaded;

Between January 5 and January 15, 2023, an average of 30 vehicles moved in both directions on a daily basis. Most of them are 
heavy-duty vehicles and were loaded with various types of food and medical products while moving in the direction of Khankendi;

While the vehicles belonging to the International Committee of the Red Cross carried the patients in the Khankendi-Lachin direction, 
the trucks belonging to the organization carried out the food and medical products in the opposite direction. Various food products, 
including pasta, rice, flour, sugar and vegetables were transported to the city of Khankendi in trucks belonging to the peacekeeping 
contingent;

If you have any questions on this response or on Azerbaijan's approach to the Lachin Corridor, I am more than happy to connect you with the 
appropriate Embassy officials.
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Note: BGR Government Affairs, LLC has filed registration statements under the Foreign Agents Registration Act with regard to its representation and 
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Department of Justice in Washington, DC.
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